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Abstract
The domesticated olives originated based on decades of selection from the natural forest around
the Mediterranean basin being one of the oldest cultivated tree crops. The requirement for new
olive varieties increased markedly during the last 100 years as a result of a worldwide transformation changing from a traditional extensive to a modern intensive mechanized industry. The
traditional olive cultivars still widely used are selections from the local autochthonous cultivars
which are well adapted to their natural environment. However, the level of production of those is
usually rather low and many of them fail to respond enough to modern intensification methods.
The wild olive population is gradually diminishing in all regions thus, natural selection is not efficient enough for developing the cultivars required for the new intensive olive industry. Cross
breeding between cultivars with specific characters became the basis for the required new cultivars. The genetic diversity in progenies of most olive cultivars is extremely wide and thus becomes
the basic source for breeding of the needed new cultivars. However, the genetic information on
olive heredity and identification of specific gene characteristics is still limited. Genomic information is required for rational choice of genitors in accordance with each breeding aim, particularly
as most criteria required for the new varieties are of multi-gene nature. The availability of advanced genomic information will also serve as basis for molecular engineering when accepted for
use in the olive commodity. Geographically isolated olive populations developed during generations of inbreeding in remote regions are another important genetic resource of characters required for breeding the cultivars for the new modern mechanized olive orchards. The use of molecular markers based on AFLP, SSRs, DArT and SNPs is important for the choice of genitors leading to a reduction of the progeny size required in olive breeding. Presently the newly released
olive cultivars are still the result of classical breeding.
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1. Some Notes on History and Tradition
Selection of olive trees with suitable fruit for human consumption started at least 10,000 years ago while utilization of olive fruit by the ancient population is at least double as old. Breeding of olive varieties in those old days
was based on selection of favorable types from the wild and vegetative propagation of the more favorable trees
[1]. The initial domestication of the olive after identifying their value as sustainable food and a significant
source of energy for human utilization was first identified by the population around the eastern end of the Mediterranean basin [2]-[4]. From there, the knowhow of olive fruit utilization, olive tree cultivation and the olive
“culture” in general spread hand in hand with the civilization towards the west [5] (Figure 1). As olive trees
were part of the natural forest around most parts of the Mediterranean basin, selection of favorable trees for
agricultural utilization took place independently at most regions where the information on the benefit of the
olive fruit spread and trade of olive products became significant all over the old world [6]. The benefit and importance of olive products and particularly of the olive oil established itself in the tradition and religion in those
ancient times. Thus, local selection flourished all around the Mediterranean basin [7]-[10]. As a result of the
wide scale of local tree selections and the traditional cultivation thereafter the major characteristics of the old
olive industry are still prevailing and notable even in the commercial olive cultivation today.
The wide spread of olive tree selections around the Mediterranean basin had far reaching consequences on the
nature and development of the olive industry. The independent selection of olive trees all around the Mediterranean basin resulted in a massive amount of localized cultivars most of which are well adapted and still cultivated
but each on a small scale and in a limited region [11]. It is clear today that the various cultivated varieties are
combinations with the specific Oleaster types in each region around the Mediterranean basin [10] [12]. This
created a major problem in updating the olive industry to the economical standards required for a viable agricultural undertaking today. Although, horticultural techniques for olive growing were well developed already in
ancient times, the application of modern science for the development and updating the olive commodity was limited up to the middle of the last century.

Figure 1. The initial distribution of olive “culture” in the Mediterranean basin.
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In most traditional olive growing countries most of the olive growing area is still based on extensive cultivation
using marginal land with no irrigation and little mechanization (Figure 2). Some of these orchards are undergoing intensification with emphasis on supplementary irrigation, harvest mechanization and modern plant protection aiming to increasing production efficiency and product quality. The techniques used are based on intensification studies started with table olives and are applied during the last 60 years also in the olive oil industry
[13].
Presently, the world olive industry is undergoing a marked transformation adjusting to today’s economical
demands. The major changes to present are based on orchard intensification, advanced horticultural methodologies, mechanization, controlled management and new efficient industrial technologies (Figure 3). Lately it became apparent that intensification in general and particularly for new developing orchard systems new suitable
cultivars is needed. While cultural techniques started to receive considerable attention already for some time, the
need for standardization and improvement of plant material has been recognized only in recent years. Selection
and breeding new olive cultivars in the past was a long tedious task. Based on a methodology developed to
shortening significantly the juvenile period of olive seedlings [14] [15] breeding efforts of new cultivars are now
devoted in many research centers towards developing and selection of new varieties more suitable for intensive
cultivation of new modern olive orchards.

Figure 2. A traditional rain-fed orchard.

Figure 3. A modern irrigated orchard.
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3. Selection and Breeding of New Plant Material
The initial improvement of olive germplasm was still based on selection and identification of unique or outstanding individual trees propagated vegetatively and designated improved clones [16]-[18]. Some of those selections were even designated as new varieties (Figure 4). The initial efforts of breeding new olive varieties
started about 50 years ago were still mostly based on classical cross breeding methods between commercial cultivars (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Clonal selection within a traditional
large scale cultivar.

Figure 5. Classical cross breeding applied methodology.
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The breeding work increased considerably with the development of crossing systems, which could avoid
emasculation of the female flowers. This was possible due to the low self fertilization at high temperatures
within most olive cultivars [19]. As fruit set in olive flowers is relatively low, a reduction in the number crosses
for the required selection progeny is a critical labor saving factor. Modern biochemical and molecular techniques such as enzyme isozyme variation, phenol composition [20] [21] and particularly molecular techniques
for DNA characterization are critical for variety identity verification prior to directed crossing application
(Figure 6). These methods were also applied for identifying population distribution [22] [23]. Comparing the
autochthonous wild and cultivated populations in different Mediterranean countries revealed some genetic relations and specific characters shared among the tree population in each of the major growing regions [9] [10]
[24]. This work was the beginning for recognizing the origin of cultivars and identity verification of various
miss-defined cultivars distributed under either the same or different names. Furthermore, the accumulation of
molecular information on cultivar origin as well as classical breeding results enabled to identify and accumulate
specific genetic information [25], was still highly limited, on the species Olea europaea (Figure 6).
Although, the initially used randomized DNA multiplication method—PCR-RAPD—is a powerful tool for
variety identification. It also needs in many cases morphological characterization to ensure varietal verification.
More accurate identification could be achieved by using additional DNA molecular methodologies such as
RFLP, AFLP and more recently micro-satellite loci SSR and SNP techniques [22] [26]-[29]. Determination of
the genetic origin of known cultivars is critical for identifying specific gene-controlled traits within the olive resources in each of the different countries. One of the major problems in efficient olive breeding is the still limited genetic information of the Olea europaea species. With the present development of intensive breeding
programs in various laboratories based on both classical and molecular approaches, a considerable amount of
new genetic information is accumulating. In most new olive breeding programs presently major efforts are devoted to the identification of genetic markers, on basis of defined DNA loci and sequences [25] [30]. Identification of markers for specific genetic properties within various varieties is the basis for resources in future breeding and molecular cultivar “repair” (Figure 7). The recent enhanced use of the micro-satellite technique might
enlighten the possibility that domestication of the Olea europaea involved selection for polyploidy. The identification of DNA sequences for specific properties can serve as a powerful tool for increasing the efficiency of
cross breeding and genetic manipulation of locally adapted cultivars. Various physiological phenomena [31] [32]

Figure 6. RAPD-PCR bands of eight cv. Nabali clones
or new varieties.

Figure 7. A DNA marker specific for resistance to Spilocaea oleagina. DNA
samples were taken from resistance (R) or susceptible (S) tees.
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such as the length of the juvenile period, tree form and vigor, fruit form and ripening as well as oil accumulation
are dominated in the olive by female heredity (Figure 8). Considerable advances were lately made in adopting
molecular breeding methodology in Olea europaea. The controlled development of embriogenic calli to which
molecular markers or modified genes could be introduced made it possible to achieve and select genetic manipulated plants (Figure 9). This methodology could be of most significant importance for modifying a single unfavorable character in a regional well adapted cultivar and the beginning to develop custom engineered plants
for the future orchard. Still, this approach is presently banned for the olive industry.
The development of intensive olive orchards for oil involves the utilization of new orchard techniques and
suitable responsive plant material. Orchard planning today has to be an integrated operation based on the local
growing conditions, the desired intensification, suitable plant material and horticultural technology [13]. Adaptation of the orchard to modern mechanization demands a considerable amount of labor in canopy control and
pruning. This is true for most types of intensive orchards though each newly developing orchard system might
require basically different plant material [33]. The suitability of the genetic properties of the trees to each specific orchard system is critical for saving both manual labor and mechanical operations. Many growth characteristics, fruiting control and plant protection problems can be controlled by a large variety of different chemical
and hormonal sprays or laborious mechanical treatments. The use of plant material with genetic adaptation to each
of the various orchard systems and specific environmental conditions is the basis for optimal production and in the
long run less costly. Thus, resistance to diseases and pests, controlled growth vigor, fruiting wood development
and required tree form should be genetically controlled in the cultivars to be used (Figure 10). This is of particular
importance in the presently developing hedge row orchards for the use of over head harvesters. Still, to present

Figure 8. Dominance of female heredity in the f-1
progeny.

Figure 9. Methodology steps during genetic manipulation.
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Figure 10. Four of Israeli varieties bred for specific table and oil orchards.

an integrated approach between the plant genetic properties of the available old and new cultivars combined
with horticultural treatments and manipulations has to be undertaken in the new modern industrial olive groves
[34] [35]. This genetic and molecular control of properties desired for specific growing conditions is still limited,
partial and only just starting to become available [36] [37]. We anticipate that the present genomic research will
lead in the near future to the information required for more rapid and efficient olive breeding, essential for a new
intensive fully mechanized olive oil industry.
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